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FROM THE HEART 

Basketweave Hat and Scarf Set 

 
Materials: 
Worsted Weight (#4) yarn: approximately 120 yards for the 
hat and 350 yards for a hat 56” long 
Size 8 circular knitting needles and/or double pointed 
needles (for hat) 
Size 8 straight needles (for scarf) 
Tapestry needle for weaving in ends 
1 stitch marker of a unique color 
9 stitch markers of another color 
 
Abbreviations: 
k knit 
p purl 
k2tog knit next 2 stitches together 
st(s) stitch(es) 
 
Pattern for hat: 
Using circular or double pointed needles, cast on 80 stitches and join to work in the round, being 
careful not to twist work.  
 
k1, p1 around (rib) for 12 rows, then start pattern as follows 
 
Rounds 1-5: *k5, p5 repeat from * around 
Rounds 6-10: *p5, k5 repeat from * around 
 
Repeat rounds 1 – 10 until hat measures approximately 8” from cast on edge, ending after a round 5. 
Don’t worry if you have to make it longer as the rib can always be folded up for a brim. The 
important is that you end after a round 5. Then, begin decrease for crown maintaining the pattern as 
above so you will start the next round with a p stitch. 
 
You may want to use markers to note where decreases occur and may also want to change to double 
points when/if working on a circular becomes difficult. 
 
Round 1: *Work 8 stitches, k2tog repeat from * around (72 sts) 
Round 2: *Work 7 stitches, k2tog repeat from * around (64 sts) 
Round 3: *Work 6 stitches, k2tog repeat from * around (56 sts) 
Round 4: *Work 5 stitches, k2tog repeat from * around (48 sts) 
Round 5: *Work 4 stitches, k2tog repeat from * around (40 sts) 
Round 6: *Work 3 stitches, k2tog repeat from * around (32 st) 
Round 7: *Work 2 stitches, k2tog repeat from * around (24 sts) 
Round 8: *Work 1 stitch, k2tog repeat from * around (16 sts) 
Round 9: k2tog around (8 sts) 
 
Cut yarn. Thread through all the stitches and pull up tight. 
Weave in ends 
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Pattern for scarf: 
. 
Using straight needles, cast on 35 stitches 
Row 1: k5 (p5, k5) twice 
Row 2: p5 (k5, p5) twice 
Row 3: k5 (p5, k5) twice 
Row 4: p5 (k5, p5) twice 
Row 5: k5 (p5, k5) twice 
Row 6: k5 (p5, k5) twice 
Row 7: p5 (k5, p5) twice 
Row 8: k5 (p5, k5) twice 
Row 9: p5 (k5, p5) twice 
Row 10: k5 (p5, k5) twice 
 
Repeat this 10 row sequence until scarf is as long as you want it to 
be, ending after a row 5 or 10. 
Cast off. 
Weave in ends. 
Add a fringe if desired. The yardage given does not include sufficient for a fringe. 
 

Notes 

 
 

  




